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        Glyphs 3


          New

    
          The complete Mac font editor for pros & designers alike.

Create, produce and release font families, icon systems or just logos with ease and power.


          
        
Find out more
      

          Download app →

          macOS 10.11 or above required, runs in free trial mode for 30 days


      





  
        Glyphs Mini 2


    
          The light-weight Mac font editor for beginners.

 Dip your toes into the world of type design and make your first fonts, icon sets or logos with ease.


          
        
Find out more
      

          Download app →

          macOS 10.11 or above required, runs in free trial mode for 30 days


      






    
    
            Tools


              More tools for the font professional →


            	
            
              FontTableViewer
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              EditGlyphData
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              MergeGlyphs
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              CommitGlyphs
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          Glyphs Viewer

          [image: ]
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            The free iOS Glyphs Viewer app. See how your font performs on any iPhone or iPad.
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          Compare all the features between Glyphs 3 and Glyphs Mini 2 →

        

      
    

  



          


                
          

                    
            
          

        


                
          
                          
                Glyphs

                Font editing for everyone

              

            
            	
                  Features

                  
  
    
      
                  Dive deeper into Glyphs’ features →

              


      
                  
                        Create →


                        	
                  Draw Vectors →
                
	
                  Interpolate →
                
	
                  Reuse Shapes →
                
	
                  Colors and Contours →
                


          

                  
                        Produce →


                        	
                  Variable Fonts →
                
	
                  Manage →
                
	
                  Export →
                


          

                  
                        Extend →


                        	
                  Plug-ins →
                
	
                  OpenType Features →
                
	
                  Code →
                


          

              

    

  



                
	
                  Learn

                  
  
    
      
                  Over 100 tutorials for any level →

              


      	
  
          
        Contextual kerning      

          Tutorial
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Opentype Features
      

          
  


      


	
  
          
        Vertical metrics      

          Tutorial

          
  


      


	
  
          
        Tokens      

          Tutorial

          
        
Opentype Features
      

          
  


      


	
  
          
        Extending Glyphs      

          Tutorial
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Troubleshooting
      

          
  


      


	
  
    Getting Started
    
  
  




  




    

  



                
	
                  Forum

                                  
	
                  Resources

                  
  
    
      
                  Essential plugins, scripts, and list of professionals for collaboration for your next project →

              


      
        	
  
          
        Remix Tools      

          Tim Ahrens

          The Remix Tools are a set of three plugins: RMX Harmonizer, RMX Tuner, and RMX Scaler. While the Harmonizer irons out curve kinks, the Tuner and Scaler are indispensable tools for anyone working with Multiple Masters.
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        Get the Remix Tools →          
            
EUR 99

          

              

      


	
  
          
        Speed Punk      

          Yanone

          Yanone’s genius Speed Punk plugin produces a psychedelic visualisation of curvature, and helps you spot problems in your outlines. No Glyphs installation is complete without it.
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        Show in Plugin Manager →          
            
Free

          

              

      


	
  
          
        LTTR/INK      

          Martin Cetkovský and Filip Zajac

          Use stroke skeletons to speed up your work. LTTR/INK’s mighty nib force lets you draw with skeletons and control the stroke like never before. Forget outline editing, LTTR/INK generates perfectly plotted outlines, even directly to the exported font file.
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        Get LTTR/INK →          
            
starting at EUR 50

          

              

      


	
  
    Popular plug-ins
      
                Remix Tools, Speed Punk and other essential tools


                Read more →
      

        
  
  




  





                
          	
              Newest Plugins →
            
	
              Essential Plugins →
            
	
              Essential Scripts →
            
	
              Make Your Own Script →
            
	
              Collaborate →
            


        

      


    

  



                
	
                  News

                  
  
    
      
                  Keep up with the latest releases, events & workshops near you →

              


      	
  
          
        Glyphs 3.2 released      

          Release

          08 abril 2024

          The fully Sonoma-ready Glyphs 3.2 contains significant changes in variable font production and many improvements.


          
        Read More →      

      


	
  
          
        Font Proofer released      

          Plug-in

          07 febrero 2023

          Peter Nowell released Font Proofer, a tool for quickly creating proofing PDFs.


          
        Read More →      

      


	
  
          
        Type Design for Non-Type Designers at Typographics 2024      

          Workshop

          03 abril 2024

          SAVE THE DATE: Type Design for Non-Type Designers is back at Typographics! From zero to a hundred in two days: get a fun 2-day crash course in type design with Matteo Bologna and Glyphs evangelist Rainer Erich Scheichelbauer


          
        Read More →      
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                Error


                  You may want to double check the keys on your keyboard—that did not go as planned.

Go back to the homepage →


                404


      

    

  

    

  
        Welcome to the community


          Join designers, engineers, studios and foundries from all around the world.
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              Aravrit

              We join letters, joining people, joining ideas.
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              Fontef

              Fontef is an independent type foundry based in Tel Aviv, established by Yanek Iontef in 1994. We are a small team — Yanek Iontef is a well-known Israeli type designer and Daniel Grumer a graduate of the Type and Media program in The Hague (2016). We design typefaces in Hebrew, Latin and Arabic.
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              Mota Italic

              We specialize in designing complex & diverse type families — with a special focus on extended Latin & Indian scripts.
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              Mark Simonson Studio

              Mark Simonson works by himself out of a repurposed back bedroom in a modest 1920s-era bungalow in the quiet residential Saint Paul neighborhood of Saint Anthony Park.
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              Device Fonts

              Rian Hughes is an illustrator and type designer, famous for his comic strips and vinyl sleeves.
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              FerCozzi

              My name is Fernanda Cozzi, I'm a letter-lover, chatty and passionate type designer.
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              Alphabet Type

              Font-engineering and custom services for designers as they ready their first font for release. We assist in foundry production and execute large corporate projects.
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              The Fontpad

              We are a small company making fonts for Southeast Asia. Our expertise covers Thai, Lao, Burmese, Khmer, Cham, Tham and Vietnamese. Working with experts around the world, we can also research other Southeast Asian writing systems and produce fonts for the languages they cover.
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              ArabicType

              Typefaces by award-winning Lebanese type designer Nadine Chahine.
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              Grilli Type

              Independent Swiss Type Foundry
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              Roland Hüse

              I am helping businesses strengthening their visual appearance and cutting through the noise with my work.
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              Fictionist

              Based in sunny Kuala Lumpur, Fictionist Studio is a multi-disciplinary creative studio, specialising in all platforms that involve the birth of an idea.
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              Paratype

              We are the largest type shop in Russia, opened in 1999. Our collection includes over a thousand Cyrillic typefaces created in dozens of different foundries, including the world's largest brands.
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              Stéphane Gabrielli

              Stéphane is a graphic & type designer from France, specializing in custom logos, typefaces, and layouts.
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              R-Typography

              Type foundry founded by Rui Abreu in 2008 and currently run with Catarina Vaz from sunny Lisbon, Portugal.
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              Positype

              Founded in 2000 by Neil Summerour, Positype is a well-recognized, independent type foundry that offers both retail and bespoke/custom typeface development services.
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              Typerepublic

              Independent type foundry based in Barcelona. Founder and principal designer Andreu Balius has experienced type design since the late eighties.
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              205TF

              French type foundry that brings together the work of independent typeface designers.
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              Maria Montes

              Designer, calligrapher, letterer & illustrator, based in Melbourne, Australia
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              Jeremy Tankard

              Since 1998 we’ve been designing award-winning type and producing typographic solutions for clients across the world
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              Azalam

              May name is Azza, I am specialized in Arabic & Latin Logo Matchmaking, Branding and Type Design
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              Typofonderie

              Founded in 1994, Typofonderie is an independent digital type foundry in France, designing, manufacturing and distributing a selection of high quality typefaces for adventurous digital typographers.
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              Martina Flor

              Studio Martina Flor is a small design business specializing in lettering and custom type. We work for agencies, magazines, and publishing houses to create stunning typography and logotypes for large and small projects.
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              Type-Ø-Tones

              Typographic design company founded in 1990 by Joan Barjau, Enric Jardí, Laura Meseguer and José Manuel Urós.
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              29Letters

              Indie type design business creating and publishing multi-script typefaces with a team of professional Arab and European type designers.
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              TypeMates

              We are a straightforward type foundry – we distribute multifarious typefaces in our font collection and tailor exclusive custom fonts for small and large clients.
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              Briefcase Type Foundry

              Czech studio Briefcase digitises original font designs, offer original fonts by young authors and help publish older, previously unreleased fonts, created by typographers and graphic designers.
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              Sumotype

              High quality fonts from Bogotá, Colombia:

‘A single letter leads to an entire alphabet.’
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              Letters from Sweden

              Letters from Sweden designs retail and custom typefaces for local and international clients.
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              SevenType Studio

              Vitória Neves combining her passion for languages and type to create well-crafted and contemporary multi-script fonts.
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              Hagilda

              Power Couple Collective type foundry from Tel Aviv. Michal Sahar & Hatayas Designing Hebrew and Latin typefaces since 2003.
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              Typejockeys

              High quality type design and lettering from Vienna, Austria.
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              NM Type

              A type studio based in Sweden and Spain, a creative collaboration between Noel Pretorius and María Ramos.
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              The Lazydogs Typefoundry

              Hello, we are Lazydogs. We do typefaces and love letters with a truly handmade heart.
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              Resistenza Type

              Resistenza is a type foundry consisting of Giuseppe Salerno, a trained calligrapher who gained his graphic design skills in Torino, Italy, and Paco González
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              justfont

              Fonts from Taipei.
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              David Jonathan Ross

              I draw letters of all shapes and sizes for retail and custom typeface designs.
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              Sports Fonts

              High quality custom typefaces for all kinds of sports.
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              HadiType

              HadiType is an independent digital type foundry based in Egypt, established by Muhammed Hadi in 2018, designing, manufacturing, and distributing a selection of high quality Arabic typefaces, We design typefaces in Hebrew, Arabic, and Latin. We offer typographical solutions for graphic design agencies, collaborate with international type foundries, and take custom projects.
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              The Northern Block

              The Northern Block is a collaborative type foundry internationally recognised for producing new typefaces that are fit for a modern purpose.
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              Universal Thirst

              Universal Thirst is a type foundry that specialises in Indic and Latin scripts. It was set up in 2016 by designer and engineer duo Gunnar Vilhjálmsson and Kalapi Gajjar, who draw on their contrasting visual heritage to offer a unique, dual perspective on type.
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              Sandoll

              We build fonts for the beautiful world! Korean type foundry Sandoll was founded in 1984 and since then, has developed nearly 600 fonts.
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              hrftype

              A multilingual type design studio based in Malaysia, founded by Tan Sueh Li. We provide typographic solutions and consultation in visual communication, from logos, and custom type to multilingual matchmaking.
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              Monotype

              Monotype empowers creative minds to build and express authentic brands through design, technology and expertise
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              Sudtipos

              Collective type foundry designing fonts to be used in real works.
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              Fontfabric

              A tight-knit group of accomplished, multidisciplinary designers who share a passion for high-quality typefaces, calligraphy and lettering.
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              Viktoriya Grabowska

              Viktoriya specializes in multilingual design with a focus on the Cyrillic and Latin scripts.
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              Etcetera Type

              We enjoy making fonts and want you to enjoy using them. Period.
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              Dizajn Design

              Ján Filípek’s independent type foundry based in Bratislava, Slovakia.
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              Nova Type Foundry

              Independent digital type foundry founded by Joana Correia in 2018, based in Porto, Portugal. We sell our retail typefaces directly on our website.
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              AlefAlefAlef

              Israel-based type foundry thoroughly devoted to quality, original, multilingual typography, founded in 2011 by Avraham Cornfeld.
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              Dalton Maag

              Typeface design studio, founded 1991. We help clients and agencies worldwide hone their typographic expression, from logos and licensing to custom font suites.
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              3type

              Typical & atypical type foundry based in Shanghai.
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              Gina Serret

              Custom Calligraphy, Lettering and Type design
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              Nouvelle Noire

              Type design and development studio based in Zurich, Switzerland. Working in a traditional way, we design type with an emphasis on modern technique and technical options.
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              Masterfont

              The leading type foundry in Tel Aviv, Israel, established by Zvika Rosenberg in 1986. All we love to do is typeface design in Hebrew, Latin, and Arabic.
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              Acute Studio

              Acute Studio is an Amsterdam-based studio ran by Diana Ovezea. We specialize in type design, custom type, and letterforms.
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              Schultzschultz

              Independent Frankfurt-based design studio focusing on branding and serving an international client-base.
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              Hoodzpah

              Southern California based brand identity & type design studio founded by twin sisters, Amy and Jennifer Hood. Hoodzpah specializes in personality-driven display typefaces.
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              FONTWALA

              Fonts, consulting, and resources for Indic scripts
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              bBoxType

              We have more than 20 years of experience in professional type design. We combine this with fresh ideas and the lust for new.
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              Plau

              Music sparks conversations, brings people together and moves ideas forward. So does type. We make type pop.
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              Cecilia del Castillo Daza

              Graphic Design, Calligraphy & Lettering by a proud Mexican living in Barcelona
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              Angel Kwong

              Typeface designer & graphic designer from Hong Kong
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              Laura Meseguer

              Hello! I’m Laura Meseguer, a freelance graphic and type designer based in Barcelona.
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              Katatrad

              A boutique type foundry based in Chonburi, Thailand. Subsidiary of Cadson Demak.
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              Signal

              Dublin-based type foundry and drawing office specialising in type design, lettering, and typographic branding.
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              Reset

              Independent type studio from Montevideo, Uruguay. With more than 10 years of experience, teamwork is our strength & type our passion.
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              Love Letters

              Sebastien Sanfillipo single-handedly drawing letters for world peace in Brussels.
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              Fontwerk

              Modern typefaces, innovative font engineering and type design services.
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              Minjoo Ham

              Typedesigner for Hangul & Latin.
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              Harbor Type

              Type foundry of Henrique Beier. I design typefaces and provide font production services.
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              Dezcom Typefaces

              Independent type foundry that intends to push traditional boundaries and produce original contemporary work.
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              LiebeFonts

              Hand-made fonts with lots of love
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              Notdef Type

              Doing typography related services since 2018.
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              Arabic Typography

              Arabictypography.com is an independent type foundry designing and producing original multilingual digital fonts that respond to specific market needs. Our key expertise is in languages using the Arabic script and additional other scripts matching or working in harmony with Arabic.
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              Sahar Afshar

              Sahar Afshar is a typeface designer and researcher from Iran. Since 2015, she has been working as a font developer with various clients and foundries.
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              Lobster Phone

              Lobster Phone is a creative design studio based in San Francisco specializing in branding, packaging, and creative direction.


            

                  


  



  
        Start making today


        Download a free trial of Glyphs 3 and start making things you love.
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